
Diet problem SA305, Spring 2013

For this assignment, you are to download the diet model file and the data files for Wendy’s, McDonalds, and Burger
King. You are to modify the model and data files so that the daily diet from each restaurant is “reasonable” while still
satisfying the given nutritional requirements in the data files. You are NOT to change the nutritional requirements in
the data files! A reasonable diet should have the following characteristics:

1. Each meal should have a beverage and a “main course.”

2. There should be variety in the meals. No meal should have the same “main course”.

3. There should be a reasonable limit on condiments for each meal.

You should ignore integrality concerns and you do not have to worry about dividing up your solution into the meals.
To accomplish these constraints, it will be helpful to use “such that” notation with sets. In particular, given a set

S, suppose that numbers yi were defined for i ∈ S. We will wish to write expressions like∑
i∈S:yi≥2

yi,

which means “sum up the elements zi for i ∈ S such that yi ≥ 2”. So, if S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, y1 = 1, y2 = 4, y3 = 2, y4 =
0, y5 = 10, then ∑

i∈S:yi≥2

yi = y2 + y3 + y5 = 4 + 2 + 10 = 16.

In mathprog (the language GUSEK uses), we would write

sum{i in S:y[i]>=2} y[i];

The relevance of this is that one of the NUTR set elements is called ’DishType’ and indicates what kind of “dish” each
food is. You should be able to determine what the categorization is by inspection. For example if ’DishType’ is 1, then
the food is a sandwich. Suppose we wished to have a constraint that the number of sandwiches in our diet was at least
4, then in mathprog we would write

subject to sandwichlimit: sum{i in FOOD:amt[’DishType’,i]=1} Buy[i] >= 4;

You are to hand in a separate model and dat file for each restaurant. The model files can be copies
of the same file if you have one that works for all restaurants.

Hand in your modified .mod and .dat files following our naming conventions by putting the files in
your handin folder. For example, my files would be named:

phillips_d.BK.diet.mod

phillips_d.McD.diet.mod

phillips_d.Wendy.diet.mod

phillips_d.Wendy.dat

phillips_d.McD.dat

phillips_d.BK.dat


